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Multi-Order Coverage map

MOCCli to manipulate MOCs from the command line

Multi-Order Coverage map (MOC) is an IVOA standard and a powerful tool to create and manipulate discretized space, time and space-time (ST) coverages. For example, one can retrieve the pre-built ST-MOCs of
XMM and Chandra and easily find the sky areas observed at the same time by both instruments.

MOCCli is a tool to load, create, manipulate and save MOCs from the command line. It consits in a single
binary file pre-compiled for various architectures: MacOS; Windows; both 32 and 64 bits Linux. A .deb file
is also available for Debian and derivatives such as Ubuntu.

Figure 3: Create and display the ASCII serialization of the MOC of a given cone.

Figure 1: ST-MOCs of Chandra and XMM logs in Aladin. Aladin uses a Java MOC library.

The first version of the MOC standard deals exclusively with spatial coverages. The vesion 2.0 introduces
Time MOCs and Space-Time MOCs. The last version of MOC 2.0 has been implemented both in a Java
library (by Pierre Fernique) and in a Rust library currently used by MOCPy, MOCCli and MOCWasm. Check
the MOCLibRust repo at https://github.com/cds-astro/cds-moc-rust.

MOCPy to manipulate MOCs from Python

Check MOCCli releases at https://github.com/cds-astro/cds-moc-rust/releases and the source code at
https://github.com/cds-astro/cds-moc-rust/tree/main/crates/cli.

MOCWasm to manipulate MOCs from Web Browsers
MOCWasm is a WebAssembly library to load, create, manipulate and save MOCs from JavaScript. It can be
used direclty from the console of your favorite Web browser, or could be included in an user interface such
as Aladin Lite. Check the project at https://github.com/cds-astro/cds-moc-rust/tree/main/crates/wasm and the
demo web page at http://cdsxmatch.u-strasbg.fr/lab/moc/.

MOCPy is a Python library allowing easy creation and manipulation of MOCs. It is available on both PyPI
and Conda. Check the MOCPy repository at https://github.com/cds-astro/mocpy.

Figure 4: Top: Javascript calls to the MOCWasm library from the Firefox console. Bottom: Result of the execution of the calls.
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